
 

  
Abstract—Transportation of objects by groups of mobile 

robots can be advantageous when an object is too large or 
heavy to be effectively manipulated by a single robot on its 
own. This article proposes combining the cluster space control 
methodology with explicit force control to effectively and safely 
move such an object with mobile robots. Cluster space control 
is used to maintain the formation of the mobile robots and their 
position relative to the object. The explicit force control allows 
the safe application of desired forces and torques on the object 
to be moved and treats the robots as separate actuators, as 
opposed to combining them with the object into a single plant. 
In this paper the proposed control architecture and initial 
experimental results from a hardware testbed are presented. 
 

Index Terms—cluster space control, cooperative robotics, 
force control, mobile robot actuators, object transportation 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
OBOTIC systems have become entrenched in 
manufacturing, remote exploration, and other areas that 

require dirty, dangerous, or dull tasks. While robots have 
been created for a wide variety of situations, sometimes a 
single robot is unable to accomplish desired tasks 
independently without becoming prohibitively large and 
expensive. In some situations where a solitary robot may 
give an unsatisfactory performance, groups of robots 
working collaboratively can provide benefit through 
increasing coverage, improving redundancy, and fusing 
information to create improved data products [1].  

One application that is being researched for multi-robot 
systems is object transportation. While there has been 
research    into    transportation    in    a    wide    variety    of  
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applications, including via quadrotors [2], [3], tugboats [4],  
[5], and robotic fish [6], the bulk of the research has been 
performed using terrestrial vehicles. Much of the research 
into land-based transport has focused on mobile 
manipulators [7]-[9].  

For transportation approaches where the mobile robots 
move the object through contact with the bodies of the 
robots themselves, strategies can be divided into the three 
categories: 1) form closure, where robots surround the object 
providing contact forces that can constrain the motion in any 
direction; 2) conditional closure, which is similar to form 
closure though the constraint on motion in one or more 
directions is provided by external forces (like friction or 
gravity) instead of robots; and 3) object closure, or caging, 
where the object is surrounded by robots that may not be 
touching the object itself but are close enough to one another 
that the object cannot slip through [10]. Although these 
strategies have been defined in terms of force constraints on 
the object, in practice they are typically implemented 
kinematically, without explicitly measuring and controlling 
the forces. 

Some initial research in the area focused on asynchronous 
collaboration where each robot alternates between pushing 
and waiting for the other robot(s) to act [11], [12] or 
allocating the tasks of moving forward and rotating to 
different robots [13]. Simultaneous action by multiple robots 
has been explored using a number of different multi-robot 
control architectures including leader-follower [14], swarm 
robotics [15], potential fields [16], and cluster control [17].  

Whereas form closure, conditional closure, and object 
closure are a perfectly reasonable way to transport objects, 
their implementation using kinematic controllers is often less 
than optimal. If the object is too heavy or becomes stuck a 
kinematic controller may create forces large enough to 
damage the object or one of the robots. Furthermore, from a 
control law design perspective, the object to be transported 
is treated as a disturbance rather than as an object to be 
controlled. Instead, it would be preferable to actively 
measure the interaction between the robots and the 
transported object while there is contact. Some researchers 
have incorporated force sensing into object transportation, 
though primarily on mobile robots equipped with 
manipulators [18] and, to a lesser extent, mobile robots 
without the ability to grasp the object [19].  

We propose performing a box-pushing maneuver by 
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Fig. 1  A formation composed of two mobile robots can be defined by 
traditional robot space variables x1, y1, θ1, x2, y2, θ2, which describe the 
position of each mobile robot with respect to a global frame. Another way 
to define a group of robots utilizes cluster space variables to define the 
location, orientation, and shape of the formation. One possible set of 
cluster space variables for a two robot formation, which is shown in this 
figure, is xC, yC, θC, d, φ1, φ2. 
 
applying explicitly controlled forces using a cluster-
controlled formation of mobile robots. In this architecture, 
cluster control is used to position the mobile robots relative 
to the box while the forces applied by each robot are 
controlled to achieve a desired resultant force and torque on 
the object. Use of this method has several distinct 
characteristics: 1) the object to be transported is formally 
defined as the plant, independent of the robotic system, 2) 
the mobile robots are treated as a single virtual actuator that 
applies forces and torques to control object motion, 3) forces 
are constantly being measured making it easy to disengage if 
they become dangerously high, 4) simultaneous action by all 
robots provides a quicker response than turn-based 
approaches, and 5) cluster control is capable of providing 
the spatial control between the robots and the box, thereby 
ensuring stable pushing and efficient torque application. 

II. CLUSTER CONTROL REVIEW 
Cluster space control is a control architecture where a 

formation of mobile robots is specified by its aggregate 
position, orientation and shape; variables describing these 
pose parameters, and their derivatives, are referred to as 
cluster space variables. This abstraction lets the user think in 
terms of the location and geometry of the formation itself 
instead of the position and orientation of each individual 
robot [20]. Fig. 1 shows a formation of two mobile robots 
with a conventional “robot space” description of their 
individual positions, where the vector of robot position 
variables is: 

 
( )1 1 1 2 2 2, , , , , .R x y x yθ θ=              (1) 

 
In contrast, the same formation can also be described 

using the cluster space approach. In Fig. 1 a cluster frame, 
{C}, is located at the midpoint and oriented with ˆ

Cy  pointed 
towards robot 1. The size of the cluster is denoted by d, the 
distance between {C} and a robot. Individual robot 
orientations are relative to {C} and are described by φ1 and 
φ2. Accordingly, the cluster pose vector is: 

 
( )1 2, , , d, ,C CCC x y θ ϕ ϕ= .             (2) 

 
Kinematic equations transform robot space variables to 

cluster space variables and the inverse kinematic equations 
return cluster space variables to robot space variables. 
Taking the partial derivatives of the forward and inverse 
kinematic equations produces a Jacobian matrix and its 
inverse, which transform robot space velocities to and from 
cluster space velocities. 

In the traditional kinematic cluster control architecture, 
illustrated in Fig. 2, the desired and measured state of the 
formation in cluster space are fed into a controller that 
creates cluster space command velocities. The inverse 
Jacobian translates the cluster space command velocities to 
robot space command velocities such as forward and 
rotational velocities. Similarly, a dynamic controller, in 
which control forces and torques are computed, can be 
composed by using the Jacobian transpose instead of the 
inverse Jacobian. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 2  In the traditional kinematic cluster control architecture the desired and measured cluster space variable are utilized by the controller to calculate 
control actions in cluster space. These commanded cluster space velocities are then transformed into robot space commands by an inverse Jacobian and 
sent to the individual robots. 
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Fig. 3  The proposed control architecture utilizes the traditional cluster control architecture to maintain the position of the robots relative to the box. A line 
controller calculates a desired torque based on the distance the box lies from a desired path. This torque, a constant desired forward force, and the positions 
of the robots are used to calculate the desired application force for each robot. A force controller  uses the desired and measured forces to determine forward 
velocity commands to send to the robots. 
 

Cluster control has been successfully utilized to control 
formations of mobile robots on the ground, on and in water, 
and in air. Cluster control has also been used for applications 
such as dynamic guarding of marine objects [21] and 
gradient-based navigation [22].  

III. OBJECT CONTROL APPROACH 
To demonstrate our approach, we have created a path-

following controller that moves a long box along a defined 
line. The mobile robot cluster is treated as an explicit 
actuator, providing forces to move the object forward and 
restoring torques if the object deviates from the prescribed 
path. While doing this, the relative position of the robots is 
maintained with respect to the box and to each other through 
the cluster control framework. Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed 
control architecture. 
 The cluster space controller sends rotational commands to 
the mobile robots to maintain their separation and ensure 
that they stay roughly centered on the box. This is achieved 
by using a proportional controller in the standard kinematic 
cluster control architecture described in the previous section. 
However, only the rotational commands, which control the 
positions of the robots along the edge of the box, are passed 
to the robots. 

The interaction with the object is governed by a force 
controller similar to the architecture described in [23]. The 
cross track error (the perpendicular distance between the 
path and the center of the box), eCT, is multiplied by a 
proportional gain, kCT, to determine a corrective turn angle, 
ψ (which is limited to +/- 90°).  

 

CT CTk eψ =                    (3) 
 
The corrective turn angle is subtracted from the bearing of 

the desired path, φ, giving the desired heading of the box, 
θD. 

 

Dθ ϕ ψ= −                    (4) 
 
The difference between the measured heading, θ, and the 

desired heading is multiplied by another proportional gain, 
kH, resulting in the desired torque, T, to apply on the box. 

 
( )D HT kθ θ= −                  (5) 

 
This torque, the position of the robots, and a desired 

constant forward net force on the box are utilized to 
determine the desired application forces for each robot. The 
force controller has inputs of the desired and measured 
application forces and outputs a linear velocity command for 
each robot, using a resolved rate control approach given the 
speed control interface for the robots. 

IV. TESTBED 
Verification of the control approach leveraged an existing 

testbed previously used for cluster control research [24].  

 
Fig. 4  A Pioneer robot outfitted with a hinged force sensor and packet 
modems. 
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Fig. 5  Component block diagram showing the two communication paths in the testbed. 
 
The mobile robots used were Pioneer ATTM robots equipped 
with packet modems to provide wireless communication 
with a control station. For these experiments a subsystem 
consisting of a hinged force sensor, Arduino 
microcontroller, and X-Bee radio was added to each robot to 
measure contact forces and separately relay the data to the 
controller. Fig. 4 shows a mobile robot with the added force 
sensors and communication systems. 

In order to measure position and orientation, ultra-wide 
band tags were placed on both robots as well as the box. 
Force data from force sensing subsystems and position data 
from the ultra-wide band system were routed by the 
DataTurbine streaming data server, which the Matlab 
controller polled while going through its computations. The 
resulting commands from Matlab were routed back through 
the DataTurbine and packet modem system as velocity 
commands to each individual robot. The diagram in Fig. 5 
illustrates the different components in the system. 

V. RESULTS 
Initial tests to demonstrate the effectiveness of the control 

architecture focused on pushing a box along a line. Fig. 6 
shows the overhead view of the path of a box that starts at 
approximately (3.5,-7.5) and then moves in the negative x̂  
direction. The mobile robot actuators force the box to the 
desired line y = -5 with a small amount of overshoot. 

The position of the robots relative to the object is 
adequately controlled. The cluster space variable, d, is 
shown in Fig. 7 to oscillate around the desired value of the 
0.8 m with an RMS error value of 0.0558 m. The lateral 
distance between the center of the robot formation and the 
midpoint of the side of the box is similarly controlled, as  

Fig 6  The control system forces a box that is given an initial displacement 
to follow a line. 

 
Fig. 7  The cluster control variable d is controlled to 0.8 m. 
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Fig. 8  The error between the center of the cluster and the midpoint of the 
side of the box. 
 

 
Fig. 9  The net force applied to the box by the two robots was noisy, but 
approximated the desired value. 
 

 
Fig. 10  The measured torque during the maneuver, filtered in this figure, 
varies significantly more than the desired values. However, it generally 
follows the trend of decreasing torque as the box moves closer to the 
desired path. 
 
seen in Fig. 8, with an RMS error value of 0.1186 m. Both 
these results are relatively good given the sensing system 
gives measurements that can be approximated as normally 
distributed with a variance of 4 cm [25].  

The force control subsection of the controller also 
worked, though its performance was not as good as the 

position controller. The net force applied to the box, seen in 
Fig. 9, shows significant variation. Similarly, the applied 
torque in Fig. 10 varies quite a bit as well. These variances 
are due in large part to the shortcomings of the testbed. Part 
of the noise is due to the sensor itself, but some of the noise 
is also due to overcoming Coulomb friction and attempting 
to control the dynamic forces on a kinematic system. Since 
the forces due to acceleration were negligible and there is 
little to no viscous friction in the system, the interaction 
forces when in motion were predominantly due to the 
contact friction with the ground and did not vary 
significantly. Desired forces less than the frictional force led 
to an effect similar to PWM; the interaction force alternated 
between two discrete levels with the length of time spent at 
each level varying such that the average approximated the 
desired value. 

As an additional test the input to the controller was varied 
to attempt to push the object along a circular path of radius 
2.5 m. At any moment the desired line was defined be the 
tangent to the circular path that lied closest to the box.  

Fig. 11 displays the overhead view of the desired and 
measured path of the object. The two robots were able to 
control the position of the object to move roughly in a 
circular path. It is clear that the position data is a bit noisy, 
particularly in the x-axis. There are also two noticeably large 
jumps near (5,-0.5) and (-4, 3) that are presumed to be due 
to sensor error. The crosstrack error is almost always 
positive as the box is pushed around the circle, which makes 
intuitive sense as a proportional controller was used and the 
desired line was changing over time creating a ramp input to 
the system. 
 

 
Fig. 11  The overhead view of a box’s path when commanded to follow a 
circle. 

VI. DISCUSSION 
The explicit force control architecture has several 

advantages for object transportation compared to the other 
methods described previously. First, the proposed 
architecture allows for simultaneous action from all mobile 
robots, a feature that was not present in some of the initial 
turn-based approaches to object transportation. Second, 
through cluster control the mobile robots are more reactive 
to each other than a strict leader-follower architecture where 
a leader might not compensate for a struggling follower. 
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Third, by monitoring forces during motion the architecture 
prevents hazardous forces that could be developed with 
standard caging methods.  

In addition to the benefits there are several drawbacks to 
the proposed control architecture. The architecture is not 
ideal for kinematically controlled robots, like those used in 
the testbed, since there won’t be a one-to-one 
correspondence between velocities and forces. Furthermore, 
for situations with Coulomb friction forces that are 
significantly larger than forces due to acceleration, the 
robots can only effectively apply a single force (as opposed 
to a range of forces) while in motion. Despite these 
deficiencies, the architecture managed to successfully 
achieve the objectives in the experiments and holds promise 
for dynamic situations such as marine environments. 

VII. SUMMARY 
A novel control architecture for object manipulation by 

mobile robots combining cluster space control to maintain 
formation and explicit force control of the object was 
presented in this paper. The proposed architecture was 
shown to be capable of transporting an object. Given the 
initial success, work will continue with: 1) tuning of control 
law gains, 2) adding the ability to dynamically control the 
desired locations of the robots relative to the box to improve 
the ability to turn, 3) implementing the controller on another 
testbed that has better dynamics (e.g. not being dominated 
by a large constant sliding friction), and 4) adapting the 
framework so that it mirrors the hybrid force-position 
controllers used on robotic manipulators. 
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